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Abstract 30 

We previously showed that intrathecal application of endomorphin 2 [EM2; the highly specific 31 

endogenous mu-opioid receptor (MOR) ligand] induces antinociception that varies with stage of 32 

the rat estrous cycle – minimal during diestrus and prominent during proestrus. Earlier studies, 33 

however, did not identify proestrus-activated signaling strategies that enable spinal EM2 34 

antinociception. We now report that in female rats, increased spinal dynorphin release and 35 

kappa-opioid receptor (KOR) signaling, as well as the emergence of glutamate-activated 36 

mGluR1 signaling, are critical to the transition from an EM2 non-responsive (during diestrus) to 37 

an analgesically responsive state (during proestrus). Differential signaling by mGluR1, 38 

depending on its activation by membrane estrogen receptor  (mER ) (during diestrus) vs. 39 

glutamate (during proestrus), concomitant with the ebb and flow of spinal dynorphin/KOR 40 

signaling, function as a switch, preventing or promoting, respectively, spinal EM2 41 

antinociception. Importantly, EM2 and glutamate-containing varicosities appose spinal neurons 42 

that express MOR along with mGluRs and mER , suggesting that signaling mechanisms 43 

regulating analgesic effectiveness of intrathecally applied EM2 also pertain to endogenous EM2. 44 

Regulation of spinal EM2 antinociception by both the nature of the endogenous mGluR1 45 

activator (i.e., endogenous biased agonism at mGluR1) and changes in spinal dynorphin/KOR 46 

signaling represent a novel mechanism for modulating analgesic responsiveness to 47 

endogenous EM2 (and perhaps other opioids). This points the way for developing non-canonical 48 

pharmacological approaches to pain management by harnessing endogenous opioids for pain 49 

relief. 50 

  51 
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Significance Statement  52 

The current prescription opioid abuse epidemic underscores the urgency to develop alternative 53 

pharmacotherapies for managing pain. Our finding that the magnitude of spinal EM2 54 

antinociception not only varies with stage of reproductive cycle, but is also differentially 55 

regulated during diestrus and proestrus, highlights the need for sex- and cycle-specific 56 

approaches to pain management. Additionally, our finding that spinal EM2 antinociception in 57 

female rats is regulated by both the ebb and flow of spinal dynorphin/KOR signaling over the 58 

estrous cycle as well as the nature of the endogenous mGluR1 activator could encourage non-59 

canonical pharmacological approaches to pain management such as harnessing endogenous 60 

opioids for pain relief. 61 

  62 
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Introduction 63 

Nociception and opioid antinociception are profoundly influenced by sex (Fillingim et al., 2009; 64 

Loyd and Murphy, 2014; Maurer et al., 2016) and reproductive cycle (Ibironke and Aji, 2011; 65 

Mogil et al., 2000; Teepker et al., 2010). This is exemplified by our recent finding in rats that 66 

during proestrus spinal endomorphin 2 (EM2) analgesic responsiveness is prominent 67 

(comparable to males), whereas it is minimal during diestrus (Liu and Gintzler, 2013). Notably, 68 

diestrus corresponds to the time around menses, when women experience the greatest severity 69 

of many chronic pain conditions (e.g., fibromyalgia, migraine, TMJ) (Hassan et al., 2014), 70 

suggesting that heightened nociception may be caused by compromised endogenous spinal 71 

EM2 antinociception.  72 

Dependence of opioid antinociception on stage of reproductive cycle suggests a modulatory 73 

role for sex steroids, among which estrogens has been the most studied (Acosta-Martinez and 74 

Etgen, 2002; Gintzler and Liu, 2012; Kumar et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2011a; Micevych et al., 2003; 75 

Smith et al., 2006). Consistent with these reports, estrogen receptors (ERs) are extensively 76 

distributed throughout the CNS, in both spinal as well as supraspinal areas involved in 77 

nociception and opioid antinociception (Papka et al., 2001; Shughrue et al., 1997). The CNS 78 

also contains the enzyme aromatase, which provides the CNS with an intrinsic source of 79 

estrogens (Evrard, 2006; Evrard and Balthazart, 2004; Hojo et al., 2004; Naftolin et al., 1996; 80 

Peterson et al., 2005) whose production can be independent of the reproductive cycle. Notably, 81 

CNS aromatase is present in neuronal processes (Evrard et al., 2004; Foidart et al., 1995; 82 

Horvath et al., 1997; Naftolin et al., 1996; Saldanha et al., 2000), allowing locally synthesized 83 

estrogens to be released at synapses and activate ERs located on neuronal plasma 84 

membranes (Beyer et al., 2003; Blaustein et al., 1992; McEwen et al., 2001; McEwen and 85 

Alves, 1999). Membrane ERs (mERs) endow neuronally produced estrogens with 86 

neurotransmitter-like (aka synaptocrine) attributes (Saldanha et al., 2011).  87 

We recently described an additional, subcellular modality of neuronal estrogenic signaling 88 
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that we term ‘oligocrine’ (Liu et al., In Press). This modality is enabled by the oligomerization of 89 

aromatase with mER  as well as the mu-opioid receptor (MOR) and metabotropic glutamate 90 

receptor 1 (mGluR1) (Liu et al., In Press). The presence of these molecules in a common 91 

signaling complex enables the subcellular compartmentalization of estrogenic signaling, 92 

allowing it to be, at times, inversely related to circulating estrogen levels. For instance, during 93 

diestrus, when circulating estrogens are low, spinally synthesized estrogens actively suppress 94 

EM2 antinociception, whereas during proestrus, when circulating estrogens are elevated, spinal 95 

EM2 antinociception is no longer subjected to estrogenic suppression (Liu et al., In Press).  96 

In the current study, we investigated whether or not the loss of spinal estrogenic 97 

suppression of i.t. EM2 antinociception is sufficient for the emergence of spinal EM2 analgesic 98 

responsiveness during proestrus, or if additional signaling strategies are also required. Since 99 

both dynorphin and KOR activity are prerequisites for i.t. EM2 antinociception in female rats (Liu 100 

and Gintzler, 2013), we investigated whether spinal dynorphin/KOR signaling varied over the 101 

estrous cycle and, if so, the relevance of this fluctuation to spinal EM2 analgesic 102 

responsiveness in diestrus vs. proestrus. We also explored the relevance of mGluR1 (along with 103 

mGluR2/3) signaling to the proestrus-associated emergence of i.t. EM2 antinociception. This was 104 

based on initial findings that, in contrast to diestrus (when mGluR1 signaling suppresses i.t. EM2 105 

antinociception), the activity of mGluR1 (along with mGluR2/3) is actually required for the i.t. EM2 106 

antinociception that emerges during proestrus.  107 

Our findings revealed that the switch in spinal EM2 analgesic responsiveness over the 108 

reproductive cycle depends on the ebb and flow of dynorphin/KOR signaling and whether 109 

mGluR1 is activated by glutamate or mER . Facilitative vs. suppressive modulation of spinal 110 

EM2 antinociception by mGluR1 signaling that depends on the endogenous activator of mGluR1 111 

most likely reflects endogenous biased agonism – agonist-induced stabilization of receptor 112 

conformations that preferentially stimulate specific signaling pathways.  113 
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 114 

Materials and Methods 115 

Experimental animals. We used female rats (Sprague–Dawley; Charles River, Kingston, NY; 116 

225-275 g), which were maintained in an approved controlled environment on a 12-h light/dark 117 

cycle. Food and water were available ad libitum. All experimental procedures were reviewed 118 

and approved by the Animal Care and Use Committees of State University of New York 119 

Downstate Medical Center.  120 

Determination of estrous cycle stage. Histology of vaginal smears was used to determine 121 

stage of estrous cycle. Predominance of small leukocytes was indicative of diestrus; 122 

predominance of large round nucleated cells indicated proestrus.  123 

Implantation of intrathecal cannula. A permanent indwelling cannula (PE-10 tubing) was 124 

inserted into the lumbar spinal cord subarachnoid space under isoflurane anaesthesia. In brief, 125 

a saline filled PE-10 catheter was inserted through an incision in the atlanto-occipital 126 

membrane, slowly introduced into the spinal cord subarachnoid space (8.0 cm), and secured in 127 

place. The cephalic portion of the catheters was externalized through the skin above the skull 128 

area, where it was relatively inaccessible to the paws. Only animals that appeared to be free of 129 

infection upon gross inspection were used. Motor integrity was assessed in all experimental 130 

groups by using the righting reflex and the inclined plane test. Those exhibiting motor 131 

impairment following surgery were eliminated from the study. All experiments were initiated one 132 

week and completed within two weeks after surgery. In order to eliminate any possibility that 133 

surgery confounded data interpretation by disrupting the estrous cycle, diestrus and proestrus 134 

were defined by vaginal smear histology, rather than predictions that assumed regularity of 135 

cycling. 136 

In vivo perfusion of spinal intrathecal space and quantification of dynorphin release. We 137 

implanted two PE-10 catheters (8.25-cm inflow and 6.75-cm outflow) into the subarachnoid 138 
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space as described above and routinely performed in our laboratory (Liu et al., 2011b). 139 

Immediately after cannulation, the i.t. space was perfused (5 μl per min) using push-pull method 140 

with Krebs-Ringer buffer pre-warmed to 37°C. To minimize EM2 degradation, the outflow tubing 141 

and collection tubes were kept on ice. The i.t. space was equilibrated via 10 min perfusion with 142 

Krebs-Ringer buffer prior to collecting perfusate samples. Thereafter, two 10-min samples (one 143 

before and one after i.t. treatment) were collected from each animal to quantify dynorphin 144 

release. I.t. treatment was applied immediately following the first sample collection; a 10 min 145 

waiting period was imposed before the second sample collection. 146 

The content of dynorphin in intrathecal perfusate was quantified using a competitive enzyme 147 

immunoassay (Peninsula Laboratories Inc., San Carlos, CA) as we previously described (Liu et 148 

al., 2013; Liu et al., 2011b). The anti-dynorphin antibody used for immunoassay of perfusate is 149 

highly selective for dynorphin: it does not recognize dynorphin 1-13, dynorphin 1-8, -150 

neoendorphin, -endorphin, dynorphin B, or leu-enkephalin [see (Gintzler et al., 2008) for further 151 

characterization]. Biotinylated-dynorphin (6 pg/well; Peninsula Laboratories Inc., CA) was used 152 

as tracer. Plates were counted by an Envision 2102 Multilabel Plate Reader (PerkinElmer, 153 

Waltham, MA). A standard curve (2-32 pg/assay well) in which the value of absorbance was 154 

plotted against the log concentration of unlabeled dynorphin in the reaction well was generated 155 

in each assay. Values of experimental samples were calculated from the standard curve using 156 

the linear regression function of the Graphpad Prism (v5; GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA).  157 

Intrathecal administration of drugs and behavioral testing. EM2 was dissolved in 5 l of 3% 158 

dimethyl sulfoxide; 1,3-Bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)-4-methyl-5-[4-(2-piperidinylethoxy)phenol]-1H-159 

pyrazole dihydrochloride (MPP; an ER -selective antagonist) and 6-Amino-N-cyclohexyl-N,3-160 

dimethylthiazolo[3,2-a]benzimidazole-2-carboxamide hydrochloride (LY341495; a mGluR2/3 161 

antagonist) were dissolved in 3 l of dimethyl sulfoxide; riluzole (a glutamate release inhibitor), 162 

nor-binaltorphimine (norBNI; a KOR antagonist) and anti-dynorphin antibody were dissolved or 163 
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diluted in 5 l water. All drugs were obtained from Tocris (Ellisville, MO), except norBNI and 164 

anti-dynorphin antibody, which were obtained from NIDA and Bachem (Torrance, CA), 165 

respectively. Drugs were applied to the spinal cord subarachnoid space over a 60 sec period via 166 

a permanent indwelling i.t. cannula. Complete delivery was ensured by flushing the cannula with 167 

an additional 10 μl of saline. Doses of ER- and mGluR-antagonists were as we previously 168 

utilized (Liu et al., 2011a), calculated to be 1% of those reported for systemic administration. 169 

Assessment of Tail Flick Latency. Nociceptive response thresholds were assessed using 170 

radiant heat as the nociceptive stimuli. Tail flick latency (TFL) was quantified by using a Tail 171 

Flick Analgesia Meter (IITC, Woodland Hills, CA). Intensity of the radiant heat was adjusted 172 

such that baseline values were in the range of 3.0-4.5 sec. A cutoff of 10 sec latency prevented 173 

any untoward consequences to the tail. Data were expressed as the absolute TFL.  174 

Membrane preparation, immunoprecipitation (IP) and Western blot analysis. Spinal cord 175 

membranes were prepared and solubilized as routinely performed by this laboratory 176 

(Chakrabarti et al., 2010). Briefly, animals were sacrificed by decapitation; spinal tissue was 177 

homogenized in cold 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, containing 10% sucrose, 5 mM EDTA, 1 mM 178 

EGTA, 2 mM dithiothreitol, and multiple protease inhibitors [1 mM benzamidine, 0.2 g/l 179 

Bacitracin, 2 mg/l Aprotinin, 3.2 mg/l each of Leupeptin and trypsin inhibitor from soybean; 20 180 

mg/l each of N-tosyl-L-phenylalanine chloromethyl ketone, Na-p-tosyl-L-lysinhloromethyl ketone 181 

and phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride and cOmpleteTM cocktail protease inhibitor tablet/50 ml 182 

(Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Indianapolis, IN)]. Supernatants from a low-speed spin (1,000 183 

g for 10 min, 4°C) were centrifuged at a higher speed (30,000 g for 40 min, 4°C) to obtain crude 184 

membrane pellets. Membranes were solubilized in the above buffer without sucrose and 185 

dithiothreitol but now containing 150 mM NaCl, 1% Nonidet P-40 (NP-40), 0.5% Na-186 

deoxycholate, 0.1% Na-dodecyl sulfate and 10% glycerol, agitated for 60 min at 4°C and 187 

centrifuged (16,000 g for 40 min at 4°C). IPs were obtained (overnight incubation at 4°C) from 188 
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equivalent solubilized membrane protein (measured by Bradford assay) (Bradford, 1976) using 189 

specific antibodies and Protein A or G agarose beads. IP samples were washed, eluted with 190 

heat in SDS sample buffer, separated on SDS-PAGE, transferred onto nitrocellulose 191 

membrane, and Western blotted.  192 

Co-immunoprecipitates (co-IPs) to be compared were always obtained and processed in 193 

parallel. Western quantification of the co-immunoprecipitated (co-IPed) protein was always 194 

normalized against the protein targeted for direct IP, which was also quantified by Western 195 

analysis using antibodies against a different epitope. Moreover, Westerns of all IPed proteins 196 

(those directly targeted as well as co-IPed) utilized antibodies raised in a host different from that 197 

used for the generation of antibodies used for IP to avoid cross-recognition by secondary 198 

antibodies (which was confirmed in the current study). Antibody–substrate complex was 199 

visualized using Supersignal West Dura kit (Pierce). Chemiluminescence was captured via 200 

G:Box CCD camera (Syngene, Frederick, MD) and intensities quantified using Genetools 201 

software (Syngene).  202 

Specificity of Western signals [that of the directly IPed protein as well as co-IPed protein(s)] 203 

was validated by their absence when Western blotting using preadsorbed antibody: antigenic 204 

peptide used for generation of the antibody was diluted in 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, at five times 205 

excess to antibody and covalently coupled to Affi-Gel® 10 Gel matrix in accordance with the 206 

manufacturer’s instructions (Bio-Rad). The desired antibody was added in Tris-buffered saline 207 

(TBS) and allowed to preadsorb. Following incubation, the flow-through was collected 208 

(“preadsorbed antibody”) and used to probe one of two identical nitrocellulose membrane strips 209 

containing the protein of interest (the other strip was probed in parallel with an equivalent 210 

amount of primary antibody and the difference in signal intensity quantified).  211 

Blue native PAGE / SDS-PAGE. Native sample buffer and the anionic dye Coomassie blue 212 

G-250 were added to solubilized spinal membrane samples and electrophoresed using 3–12% 213 

Blue Native gels (Invitrogen). Blue native PAGE was carried out as previously described 214 
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(Schagger and von Jagow, 1991). The migration distances of individual bands relative to marker 215 

proteins were used to estimate masses of membrane proteins. The 360 kDa blue band was 216 

excised, proteins contained therein were eluted with 50 mM Tris-HCl containing 150 mM NaCl, 217 

and 0.1 mM EDTA; pH 7.5, separated using SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted for KOR and 218 

mGluR2/3, as previously described for aromatase, ER , MOR and mGluR1 (Liu et al., In Press). 219 

Sequential immunoprecipitation. Membranes were solubilized in 20 mM HEPES buffer, pH 220 

7.4, containing 1 mM EDTA, protease inhibitors as above, and 2% mild detergent digitonin, 221 

incubated on ice (60 min) and centrifuged (15,000g, 20 min, 4 °C). Clear supernatants were 222 

used for protein determination (Bradford) and sequential IP, which utilized antibodies against 223 

aromatase, ER , mGluR1, mGluR2/3 and KOR. Samples were incubated with antibody cross-224 

linked to Protein A or G agarose beads using DSS (disuccinimidyl suberate, ThermoScientific), 225 

washed and gently eluted with 100 mM glycine, pH 2.5. Eluate was neutralized (1 M Tris, pH 226 

8.8) and incubated with the next antibody. The final IP was eluted with 100 mM glycine. Native 227 

sample buffer and Coomassie blue were added to eluted final IP, which was followed by 228 

electrophoresis using 3–12% Blue Native gels and electro-transfer onto PVDF (Polyvinylidene 229 

difluoride) membranes. Anti-MOR Western analysis was performed as reported (Chakrabarti et 230 

al., 2010). Since we had previously demonstrated the specificity of MOR and KOR Western 231 

signals in spinal cord (Chakrabarti et al., 2010), this control was not repeated in the present 232 

study.   233 

Immunocytochemistry (ICC). Proestrous female rats were deeply anesthetized with a 234 

mixture of ketamine (68 mg/kg), xylazine (4.6 mg/kg), and acepromazine (0.9 mg/kg) and 235 

perfused through the ascending aorta with 100 ml of ice-cold oxygenated calcium-free Tyrode's 236 

buffer (115 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2·6H2O, 400 μM MgSO4·H2O, 3 mM glucose, and 237 

25 mM NaHCO3, pH 7.2) followed by 500 ml of freshly prepared buffered formaldehyde (4% w/v 238 

formaldehyde, 14% v/v saturated aqueous picric acid, 75 mM KH2PO4, and 85 mM 239 
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Na2HPO4·7H2O, pH 6.9). After fixation, the entire vertebral column, including the pelvis, was 240 

harvested, placed in cryoprotectant solution (15 mM sucrose, 30 mM K2HPO4, and 70 mM 241 

Na2HPO4·H2O, pH 7.2), and shipped via overnight air courier service to Minnesota on refrigerant 242 

gel packs. 243 

Upon arrival, spinal levels were identified, tissue was quickly frozen and serial sections were 244 

cut to a nominal thickness of 5 μm on a cryostat (Bright Instruments, Huntington, UK). Sections 245 

were then thawed onto Probe-On Plus microscope slides (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) and 246 

stored at –20˚C until used. Heat-induced antigen retrieval was used to improve staining. 247 

Sections were rinsed in distilled water and immersed in citrate buffer (10mM trisodium citrate 248 

adjusted to pH 6.0) containing 0.05% Tween-20 and autoclaved at 101°C for 30 minutes. The 249 

sections were allowed to cool to room temperature, rinsed in TBS (135 mM NaCl and 25 mM 250 

Tris-HCl, pH 7.4), then incubated in permeabilization solution (TBS containing 0.2 % Triton X-251 

100 and 0.2 % Tween-20) for one hour at room temperature. The sections were then incubated 252 

with either guinea pig anti-Dyn or guinea pig anti-MOR1 (staining for which was not observed in 253 

MOR knockout mice), either mouse anti-mGluR1 (generated against rat mGluR1 aa. 1042-1160, 254 

highly divergent from the corresponding sequence of mGluR5) or a mixture of mouse antibody 255 

against the vesicular glutamate transporter (VGLUT) 1 and 2, and either rabbit anti-mGluR2/3 or 256 

rabbit anti-ER  [the staining specificity of which has previously been validated by pre-adsorption 257 

(Zeps et al., 1998) and by confirming immunohistochemical results with a second anti-ER  258 

antibody generated against a different epitope (Shim et al., 1999)]. Antibodies were diluted in 259 

blocking buffer (TBS containing 0.1% Tween-20 and 0.2% casein). The sections were washed 260 

twice with TBS and once with permeabilization solution over one hour at room temperature. The 261 

sections were incubated for two hours at room temperature in blocking buffer containing a 262 

mixture of 3 μg/ml each of donkey anti-rabbit IgG conjugated to Cy3, donkey anti-guinea pig IgG 263 

conjugated to Cy2, and donkey anti-mouse conjugated to Cy5 (Jackson). The sections were 264 
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washed in three changes of TBS, rinsed in distilled H2O, dehydrated in increasing 265 

concentrations of ethanol (50-100%) and cleared in xylene. The slides were mounted with cover 266 

slips using DPX Mountant (Fluka, Ronkonkoma, NY).  267 

Microscopy. Images of labeling were collected using an Olympus Fluoview 1000 confocal 268 

microscope equipped with excitation at 488 nm (Cy2), 543 nm (Cy3) and 635 nm (Cy5). Images 269 

were collected with 40x 1.3 NA or 60x 1.4 NA objectives and pixel dimensions of 0.32 μm or 270 

smaller; all images were made using sequential scanning to avoid bleed-through. Adobe 271 

PhotoShop was used to pseudocolor images and to adjust brightness and contrast (Liu et al., 272 

2013). 273 

Antibodies. The following antibodies were used for (1) IP: anti-aromatase (sc-14245; 3 g 274 

per 800 g of total protein), anti-ER  (sc-71064; 3 g per 800 g of total protein) (Kumar et al., 275 

2015), anti-KOR (raised against aa 1-70; sc-7494; 2 g per 800 g of total protein) (Chakrabarti 276 

et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011a; Liu et al., 2013), anti-mGluR1 (sc-47131; 2 g per 800 g of total 277 

protein), all purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (SCB), and anti-mGluR2/3 (US Biologicals, 278 

M3884-76G; 3 g per 800 g of total protein) (2) Western blot: anti-mGluR1 (US Biologicals, 279 

M3884-75C; 1:100), anti-MOR; generous gift from Dr. Thomas Cote; 1:1000) (Chalecka-280 

Franaszek et al., 2000), anti-mGluR2/3 (US Biologicals, M3884-76G; 1:400), anti-KOR (Pierce, 281 

generated against aa 262-275; 1:1000) (Chakrabarti et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011a); (3) ICC: 282 

anti-ER  (SCB, sc-542; 1:1000) (Liu et al., 2011a), anti-MOR (raised in guinea pig against aa 283 

384-398 of MOR1; 1:1000) (Arvidsson et al., 1995b), anti-mGluR1 [BD Biosciences, 610964; 284 

1:1000; this antibody was generated against a region of rat mGluR1 that is highly divergent from 285 

that of mGluR5. Thus, it is unlikely to be cross-reactive with mGluR5, as has been previously 286 

suggested for earlier reports of mGluR1 in laminae I-II (Alvarez et al., 2000)];  anti-mGluR2/3 (US 287 

Biologicals, M3884-76G); anti-preprodynorphin 235-248 (generated against preprodynorphin 288 

235-248, a cryptic portion of the dynorphin precursor that serves as a marker peptide for 289 
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dynorphin) (Arvidsson et al., 1995a; Liu et al., 2013), and anti-VGLUT [a mixture of antibodies 290 

against VGLUT1 and VGLUT2; Chemicon]. 291 

Statistical analyses. One-way ANOVA was used to analyze within group treatment effects 292 

while two-way ANOVA was used to compare treatment by time effects on TFL between/among 293 

groups. Unpaired Student’s T-test was used to analyze differences in Western signals of co-294 

IPed proteins as well as spinal dynorphin release. P < 0.05 was considered significant. 295 

Statistical comparisons were made using Prism 5 software.    296 

 297 

Results 298 

Altered functional interactions among spinal mER , mGluR1 and mGluR2/3 underlie the 299 

transition from spinal EM2 analgesically non-responsive to responsive states (Fig. 1)  300 

During diestrus, mER  and mGluR1 activity restrict spinal EM2 analgesia (Liu et al., In Press). 301 

We investigated, using tail flick latency, if the emergence of spinal EM2 antinociception during 302 

proestrus results simply from the negation of this suppressive modulation or the development of 303 

alternative facilitative signaling.  304 

Although spinal mER  blockade (via i.t. MPP, 10 nmol, 30 min prior to EM2) unmasked 305 

EM2’s antinociceptive effect during diestrus (Liu et al., In Press), the same treatment during 306 

proestrus did not alter i.t. EM2 (45 nmol) analgesia [F1,33=0.112, p=0.744, MPP-pretreated vs. 307 

vehicle (DMSO)-pretreated group; n=6-7; Fig. 1]. Paradoxically, blockade of spinal mGluR1 (via 308 

i.t. YM298198, 25 nmol, 30 min prior to EM2) (which unmasks i.t. EM2 analgesia during 309 

diestrus) actually eliminated the spinal EM2 antinociception during proestrus [F1,36=4.923, 310 

p=0.046, YM298198-pretreated vs. vehicle (water)-pretreated group; n=7]. Additionally, 311 

blockade of mGluR2/3 (via i.t. LY341495, 25 nmol, 30 min prior to EM2) (which did not alter the 312 

minimal antinociception produced by i.t. EM2 during diestrus) also eliminated proestrus-313 

associated spinal EM2 antinociception [F1,33=5.012, p=0.047, LY341495-pretreated vs. vehicle 314 
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(DMSO)-pretreated group; n=6-7]. Neither i.t. YM298198 nor LY341495, in the absence of EM2 315 

but presence of EM2 vehicle, altered TFL (F4,12=1.17, p=0.372 for YM298198 and F4,12=1.18, 316 

p=0.368 for LY341495; n=4). We did not test the effect of i.t. MPP in the presence of EM2 317 

vehicle since i.t. MPP did not alter i.t. EM2 antinociception in proestrus. This indicates that the 318 

transition from spinal EM2 nonresponsive to analgesic responsivity over the estrous cycle 319 

resulted from both (a) the negation of suppressive mER -mGluR1 modulation, and (b) the 320 

emergence of mGluR1 and mGluR2/3 facilitative modulation during proestrus that was not 321 

manifest during diestrus. 322 

 323 

Association of mGluR1 with mGluR2/3 is augmented in spinal cord of proestrous vs. 324 

diestrous rats  325 

Dependence of spinal EM2 antinociception on the concomitant activation of mGluR1 and 326 

mGluR2/3 in proestrus (but not diestrus) suggested convergence of their signaling pathways 327 

contingent on stage of estrous cycle. We investigated if intersection of signaling pathways 328 

occurred at the level of the receptors themselves, which would be reflected by their increased 329 

co-IP during proestrus vs. diestrus. Accordingly, we quantified via Western analysis the content 330 

of mGluR2/3 in IP obtained from spinal membranes using anti-mGluR1 antibodies. mGluR1 IP 331 

obtained from proestrous rats contained small but demonstrable quantities of mGluR2/3. In 332 

contrast, mGluR2/3 was barely detectable in mGluR1 IP obtained in diestrus [t(5)=6.09, p=0.002, 333 

unpaired t-test for proestrus vs. diestrus; Fig. 2A]. These results reveal not only the physical 334 

association of mGluR1 and mGluR2/3, but also the plasticity of this association over the estrus 335 

cycle. 336 

 337 

MOR-expressing spinal neurons coexpress mGluR1 and mGluR2/3 338 

Co-IP of mGluR1 and mGluR2/3 suggests but does not unequivocally establish their 339 

coexpression, which is critical for physiological relevance. Neuronal coexpression of MOR, 340 
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mGluR1 and mGluR2/3 in the superficial dorsal horn of S1 spinal cord in a proestrus rat is 341 

illustrated in Figure 2B. mGluR1-immunoreactivity (-ir) (arrows) and mGluR2/3-ir (arrow heads) 342 

are found in or near the plasma membrane of a MOR-ir neuron. (Insets: a higher magnification 343 

of the bottom half of the neuron. Arrowheads correspond to the arrowheads in the main figure.) 344 

This coexpression of mGluR1 and mGluR2/3 in MOR-expressing neurons not only provides a 345 

cellular context for their co-IP, but also satisfies the requirement for their concomitant activation 346 

for i.t. EM2 antinociception to be manifest during proestrus. Interestingly, although the 347 

intracellular distribution of mGluR1 and mGluR2/3 within a MOR-ir cell overlapped, the majority 348 

did not. This suggests that interactions between mGluR1 and mGluR2/3 are not only dynamic and 349 

temporally regulated, but that the co-IPed mGluR1 and mGluR2/3 represent a minority of their 350 

respective populations.     351 

 352 

Spinal dynorphin release depends on stage of estrous cycle 353 

We previously reported that spinal EM2 analgesia in proestrus requires spinal dynorphin as well 354 

as KOR (in addition to MOR) signaling (Liu and Gintzler, 2013). Based on this, we hypothesized 355 

that the ability of spinal EM2 to produce antinociception is influenced by variability in spinal 356 

dynorphin release, suppressed in diestrus but enabled in proestrus. 357 

To test this hypothesis, we quantified spinal dynorphin release into spinal perfusate during 358 

diestrus and proestrus (Fig. 3). During diestrus, spinal dynorphin release was 1.70 0.20 fmol/10 359 

min (n=21), whereas during proestrus dynorphin release was significantly higher, 3.07 0.56 360 

fmol/10 min (n=18). The nearly 2-fold increment in spinal dynorphin release during proestrus vs. 361 

diestrus [t(37)=2.36, p=0.024, unpaired t-test] is consistent with our earlier pharmacological 362 

demonstration that spinal dynorphin/KOR activity significantly affects i.t. EM2 analgesic 363 

responsiveness (Liu and Gintzler, 2013).  364 

 365 
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Spinal dynorphin/KOR activity is required for mER /mGluR1 blockade to unmask i.t. EM2 366 

analgesic responsiveness during diestrus 367 

During proestrus, spinal EM2 antinociception depends on spinal dynorphin/KOR signaling (Liu 368 

et al., 2013). This, in combination with the current demonstration that basal dynorphin release is 369 

higher in proestrus than diestrus, prompted us to investigate if spinal dynorphin release and/or 370 

KOR activation are also essential for the spinal EM2 antinociception that is unmasked during 371 

diestrus by MPP (mER  blocker) or YM298198 (mGluR1 blocker). Accordingly, we investigated 372 

the effects of i.t. anti-dynorphin antibodies (DynAb; 300 ng, 30 min prior to EM2) or i.t. norBNI 373 

(KOR-selective antagonist; 26 nmol, 18 h prior to EM2) on the ability of MPP or YM298198 to 374 

unmask spinal EM2 antinociception during diestrus. Strikingly, both i.t. treatments eliminated the 375 

i.t. EM2 antinociception that emerged after blocking either spinal mER  or mGluR1 (Fig. 4A: 376 

F1,56=3.36, p=0.09 for MPP+DynAb+EM2 vs. vehicle+EM2; F1,52=0.39, p=0.544 for 377 

MPP+norBNI+EM2 vs. vehicle+EM2; Fig. 4B: F1,48=1.26, p=0.283 for YM298198+DynAb+EM2 378 

vs. vehicle+EM2; F1,60=0.88, p=0.362 for YM298198+norBNI+EM2 vs. vehicle+EM2; n=5-7). As 379 

expected, vehicle for DynAb/norBNI had no effect (F1,49=0.47, p=0.514 and F1,70=0.003, p=0.954 380 

for MPP and YM298198, respectively; n=4-7). Furthermore, as previously reported (Liu et al., 381 

2013), neither i.t. DynAb nor i.t. norBNI altered TFL in the absence or presence of i.t. EM2 in 382 

diestrus.  383 

These data suggest that during diestrus, unmasking spinal EM2 antinociception by blocking 384 

spinal mER  or mGluR1 results from disinhibiting spinal dynorphin release/KOR signaling. This 385 

implies that a threshold level of endogenous spinal dynorphin/KOR signaling is a prerequisite for 386 

i.t. EM2 antinociception. This inference is supported by the ability of i.t EM2 to produce 387 

analgesia during diestrus when rats are pretreated (30 min prior to EM2) with i.t. dynorphin (Fig. 388 

4C; 3 nmol dynorphin: F4,12=3.98, p=0.03; 5 nmol dynorphin: F4,12=3.99, p=0.03; both comparing 389 

TFL before vs. after i.t. dynorphin+EM2, n=5-6). In contrast, 1.5 nmol i.t. dynorphin was 390 
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insufficient to unmask spinal EM2 antinociception (F4,16=1.29, p=0.312, n=5). I.t. dynorphin (5 391 

nmol), in the absence of EM2 but the presence of its vehicle, did not alter TFL (F4,12=0.39, 392 

p=0.813, n=4).  393 

 394 

EM2 inhibits spinal dynorphin release, which requires mER /mGluR1 activity in diestrus 395 

The ability of spinal dynorphin/KOR antagonism to eliminate the spinal EM2 analgesic 396 

responsiveness that emerges following mER /mGluR1 blockade could indicate that during 397 

diestrus mER /mGluR1 suppress dynorphin release, thereby curtailing spinal EM2 analgesic 398 

responsiveness. To test this hypothesis, we determined the influence of blocking spinal mER  399 

or mGluR1 on spinal dynorphin release while in the presence of EM2 (Fig. 5), mirroring the 400 

behavioral experiments described above. 401 

 An analgesically effective dose of i.t. EM2 (45 nmol) significantly inhibited ( 53%) spinal 402 

dynorphin release during diestrus [t(7)=4.53, p=0.003, paired t-test] as well as proestrus [ 45%; 403 

t(5)=3.39, p=0.019, paired t-test]. During diestrus, in the absence of EM2, dynorphin release 404 

was not altered by blocking mGluR1 or mER  [t(14)=0.06, p=0.956, unpaired t-test for mGluR1 405 

blocker; t(8)=1.19, p=0.265, unpaired t-test for ER  blocker]. Nevertheless, blocking either 406 

mGluR1 or mER  (which unveils i.t. EM2 analgesic responsiveness during diestrus) eliminated 407 

the inhibition of dynorphin release produced by EM2, i.e., EM2 failed to inhibit spinal dynorphin 408 

release following mGluR1 or mER  blockade [t(7)=2.06, p=0.078, paired t-test for mGluR1 409 

blocker; t(6)=0.74, p=0.488, paired t-test for ER  blocker]. These data support the above 410 

inference that in diestrus, either spinal mER  or mGluR1 blockade restores analgesic 411 

responsiveness to i.t. EM2 by disinhibiting (and thereby augmenting) spinal dynorphin release. 412 

In contrast to diestrus, blockade of mGluR1 (as well as mGluR2/3) during proestrus failed to 413 

alter EM2-induced inhibition of spinal dynorphin release, i.e., EM2 persisted in inhibiting spinal 414 

dynorphin release despite mGluR1 (or mGluR2/3) blockade [t(5)=2.27, p=0.036, paired t-test for 415 
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mGluR1 blocker; t(4)=2.31, p=0.041 paired t-test for mGluR2/3 blocker]. The effect of blocking 416 

mGluR2/3 during diestrus or blocking mER  during proestrus on the EM2 inhibition of dynorphin 417 

release was not determined since these treatments did not alter spinal EM2 antinociception (Liu 418 

et al., In Press). 419 

 420 

Plasticity of spinal mGluR1 functionality results from its differential activation by mER  421 

and glutamate 422 

We hypothesized that the antithetical modulation by mGluR1 of spinal EM2 antinociception 423 

(reflected by the opposite effects of mGluR1 antagonism) in diestrus vs. proestrus resulted from 424 

switching the endogenous activator of mGluR1 from mER  during diestrus [as has been 425 

observed in cultured hippocampal neurons (Boulware et al., 2005)] to glutamate during 426 

proestrus. In other words, we postulated that the switch from suppressive to facilitative 427 

modulation of spinal EM2 antinociception resulted from biased agonism at spinal mGluR1 by its 428 

two endogenous agonists – mER  and glutamate.  429 

To test this hypothesis, we determined if blockade of spinal glutamate release would blunt 430 

i.t. EM2 antinociception during proestrus, as was observed following spinal mGluR1 blockade. 431 

Figure 6 illustrates that during proestrus, i.t. riluzole [a glutamate release inhibitor (Mao et al., 432 

2002; Sung et al., 2003); 43 nmol, 1 h prior to EM2] eliminated i.t. EM2 antinociception 433 

(F1,40=8.16, p=0.017, n=5-7, for Rilu+EM2 vs. Veh1+EM2; F4,16=0.98, p=0.446, n=5, for TFL in 434 

the absence vs. presence of i.t. riluzole+EM2). I.t. application of riluzole, in the absence of EM2, 435 

but presence of its vehicle, did not alter TFL (F4,12=1.25, p=0.344 for riluzole; n=4). As expected, 436 

during diestrus, i.t. riluzole had no effect on spinal EM2 non-responsiveness (n=4; data not 437 

shown). Collectively, these data strongly suggest that signaling via endogenous spinal 438 

glutamate is a prerequisite for the spinal EM2 antinociception that emerges during proestrus, 439 

which implies that deficiency of spinal glutamate signaling likely underlies the lack of EM2 440 
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antinociception during diestrus.  441 

 442 

In spinal cord dorsal horn, spinal dynorphinergic neurons coexpressing mER  and 443 

mGluR1 are apposed by glutamatergic terminals 444 

The distribution of dynorphin, mER , mGluR1 and glutamate has been reported in the spinal 445 

dorsal horn (Alvarez et al., 2000; Arvidsson et al., 1995a; Cruz and Basbaum, 1985; Miller and 446 

Seybold, 1989; Sweetnam et al., 1986; Tang and Sim, 1999; Williams and Papka, 1996; Yung, 447 

1998), as have the anatomical interrelationships among some of them (Gintzler et al., 2008; Liu 448 

et al., In Press; Liu et al., 2011a). However, it is still unclear whether the anatomical 449 

organization exists that would allow spinal dynorphin release to be modulated by ER -activated 450 

and glutamate-activated mGluR signaling, as our data suggest (and is critical to inferences 451 

pertaining to endogenous regulation of EM2 antinociception in cycling females). Accordingly, we 452 

investigated the anatomical relationships among spinal dynorphin, mER , mGluR1 and 453 

glutamate. Figure 7 shows confocal images of two adjacent 5 m sections of a single spinal 454 

neuron in L6 superficial dorsal horn. A thin shell of dynorphin-ir envelops this neuron, as we 455 

have described earlier (Liu et al., 2013). This neuron coexpresses mGluR1 and ER  in or near 456 

the plasma membrane (arrowheads) and within the cell soma. Notably, this neuron is apposed 457 

by VGLUT-expressing (glutamatergic) terminals (arrow) in an adjacent 5 m section through the 458 

same neuron (Fig. 7, right image). This anatomical organization provides a cellular basis for 459 

cycling between ER -activated and glutamate-activated mGluR1 signaling over the estrous 460 

cycle. This organization would also enable modulation of spinal dynorphin release by glutamate, 461 

thereby coordinating glutamate activation of mGluR1 with dynorphin release, both of which are 462 

prerequisites for spinal EM2 antinociception during proestrus.   463 

 464 

mGluR2/3 and KOR oligomerize with MOR, mGluR1, ER  and aromatase in spinal cord 465 
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ICC demonstration of coexpressed proteins does not establish their intra-neuronal biochemical 466 

organization. We previously demonstrated that MOR, mER , mGluR1 and aromatase are not 467 

only coexpressed, but also exist, at least in part, as an oligomer (Liu et al., In Press). Given our 468 

earlier demonstration of (1) the coexpression of KOR with MOR and ER  in spinal neurons (Liu 469 

et al., 2011a), (2) the dependence on spinal KOR activity for EM2 antinociception to be manifest 470 

(Liu and Gintzler, 2013), and (3) the current demonstration that mGluR2/3, in addition to mGluR1, 471 

is a prerequisite for spinal EM2 antinociception to be manifest during proestrus, we 472 

hypothesized that both KOR and mGluR2/3 would also be present in this spinal oligomer. To test 473 

this, spinal membranes were electrophoresed using Blue native gels. The previously reported 474 

360 kDa band [see (Liu et al., In Press) and Fig. 8A] was visualized with Coomassie blue, 475 

excised and eluted. Equal aliquots of the eluted band were subjected to reducing SDS-PAGE. 476 

Western analyses employing antibody against either mGluR2/3 or KOR revealed that, in addition 477 

to the previously demonstrated aromatase, ER , mGluR1 and MOR [see (Liu et al., In Press) 478 

and Fig. 8B], the 360 kDa band also contained mGluR2/3 and KOR (Fig. 8E). 479 

To differentiate between the presence of KOR and mGluR2/3 in a common oligomer vs. 480 

different complexes that co-migrated on native gels, we performed sequential IP as previously 481 

described (Liu et al., In Press) using antibody against aromatase, ER , and mGluR1, but now 482 

with the addition of antibody against KOR and mGluR2/3. The final IP was electrophoresed using 483 

Blue native gels and Western blotted with anti-MOR antibody. A 360 kDa band (Fig. 8D) 484 

analogous to that previously reported [see (Liu et al., In Press) and Fig. 8C] was obtained. This 485 

cross-validated the presence of KOR and mGluR2/3 in a 360 kDa oligomer that also contains 486 

aromatase, mER , mGluR1 and MOR.  487 

 488 

Discussion 489 
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This study investigated the physiological regulation of spinal EM2 antinociception over the rat 490 

estrous cycle. Findings reveal that fluctuating spinal dynorphin/KOR signaling and alternating 491 

endogenous activators of mGluR1 are key elements of that regulation. Specifically: (1) mER -492 

mGluR1 suppression of spinal EM2 antinociception during diestrus results from their inhibition of 493 

spinal dynorphin release and consequently diminished KOR activation (both of which are 494 

essential for spinal EM2 antinociception during proestrus) (Liu and Gintzler, 2013); (2) an 495 

analgesically effective dose of i.t. EM2 inhibits spinal dynorphin release, which (3) in diestrus 496 

requires the activity of both mER  and mGluR1 (providing a basis for their blockade to unmask 497 

EM2 antinociception in diestrus); (4) in proestrus, glutamate activation of mGluR1 (together with 498 

mGluR2/3) promotes spinal EM2 analgesic responsiveness, notwithstanding that spinal EM2 499 

antinociception is suppressed by mGluR1 during diestrus, when it is activated by mER  which 500 

is stimulated by spinal estrogens, whose production is inversely related to circulating estrogens 501 

(Liu et al., In Press)].  502 

We previously reported that spinal dynorphin activation of KOR is a prerequisite for spinal 503 

EM2 antinociception in female rats (Liu and Gintzler, 2013). Current findings indicate that 504 

insufficient spinal dynorphin/KOR signaling is one basis for the absence of spinal EM2 analgesic 505 

responsiveness during diestrus. Multiple observations support this conclusion: (1) 506 

mER /mGluR1 suppression of spinal EM2 antinociception results from their inhibition of spinal 507 

dynorphin release; (2) basal rates of spinal dynorphin release were 2-fold higher during 508 

proestrus than diestrus, and (3) blockade of mER  or mGluR1 during diestrus (which unmask 509 

analgesic responsiveness to EM2) eliminated i.t. EM2 inhibition of spinal dynorphin release. 510 

Thus, diestrus is associated with compromised functionality of the spinal dynorphin/KOR opioid 511 

system, which in turn reduces analgesic responsiveness to the spinal EM2/MOR opioid system. 512 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first direct demonstration that minimizing one 513 

endogenous opioid system compromises another. Overall, our findings could underlie, at least 514 
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in part, observations of variable nociception across the reproductive cycle (Ibironke and Aji, 515 

2011; Teepker et al., 2010). 516 

Paradoxically, mGluR1 signaling, which suppresses spinal EM2 antinociception during 517 

diestrus (Liu et al., In Press), is essential for EM2 antinociception during proestrus. Since in 518 

addition to glutamate, mGluR1 can also be activated by mER  [presumably via protein-protein 519 

interactions (Dewing et al., 2007), which can be blocked by mGluR1 antagonists (Boulware et 520 

al., 2005)], we hypothesized that the transition from negative to positive mGluR1 modulation of 521 

EM2 antinociception resulted from (1) a shift in the endogenous activator of mGluR1 from mER  522 

(during diestrus) to glutamate (during proestrus) and (2) the partnering of mGluR1 with mGluR2/3 523 

(which are present in a common spinal oligomer). Both changes, individually and in 524 

combination, could alter downstream mGluR targets.  525 

In order to test our hypothesis that mGluR1 activation by glutamate (instead of mER ) is 526 

critical to converting mGluR1 modulation of spinal EM2 antinociception from suppressive (during 527 

diestrus) to facilitative (during proestrus), we determined the effect of inhibiting endogenous 528 

release of glutamate on spinal EM2 antinociception during proestrus. Acute blockade of spinal 529 

glutamate release during proestrus substantially reduced EM2 analgesic responsiveness to that 530 

characteristic of diestrus (as did spinal mGluR1 blockade), supporting our formulation that the 531 

shift from spinal EM2 nonresponsive to analgesically responsive states results, at least in part, 532 

from opposing consequences of mER - vs. glutamate-activated mGluR1 signaling on EM2 533 

antinociception (Fig. 9).  534 

Suppression vs. facilitation of spinal EM2 antinociception by mGluR1 that depends on its 535 

activators suggests the importance of endogenous biased agonism at mGluR1. Ligand bias 536 

refers to the propensity of agonists to activate or stabilize receptor conformations that 537 

preferentially stimulate specific signaling pathways. This is likely to be particularly relevant to 538 

mGluR1 signaling, since mGluR1 couples not only to Gq (Masu et al., 1991), but also to Gs 539 
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(Aramori and Nakanishi, 1992; Miyashita and Kubo, 2000) and Gi/o (Akam et al., 1997; Sharon 540 

et al., 1997), the extent of which could be influenced by mGluR1 activation by mER  vs. 541 

glutamate. Our present finding that spinal EM2 antinociception is both inhibited and facilitated 542 

by spinal mGluR1, depending on its activator, strongly suggests that ligand bias pertains not 543 

only to exogenous agonists, but can also be an endogenous regulatory mechanism. 544 

Interestingly, in this regard, EM2 itself has been reported to be a biased agonist at MOR 545 

(McPherson et al., 2010; Rivero et al., 2012).  546 

The contribution of the increased mGluR1 association with mGluR2/3 to the ability of mGluR1 547 

to act as a switch, shifting from suppressing to facilitating EM2 antinociception, remains 548 

unknown. This notwithstanding, heterodimerization of G protein-coupled receptors is known to 549 

alter the signaling of their monomeric form, e.g., (AbdAlla et al., 2000; Chakrabarti et al., 2010). 550 

Interestingly, heterodimerization of mGluR1 with GABAB receptors increases the sensitivity of 551 

mGluR1 to glutamate (Tabata et al., 2002). Association of mGluR1 with mGluR2/3 could thus 552 

similarly increase glutamate activation of mGluR1, thereby promoting the dissociation of mER  553 

from mGluR1 and thus the shift from mER -mGluR1 suppression to glutamate-mGluR1 554 

facilitation of spinal EM2 antinociception. Although decreasing glutamate release was able to 555 

block EM2 responsiveness during proestrus, it is not clear if glutamate release is altered 556 

between proestrus and diestrus. However, it is possible that glutamate release onto spinal MOR 557 

neurons is suppressed by mER -mGluR1 signaling during diestrus, which could be offset by the 558 

loss of such signaling during proestrus, analogous to modulation of dynorphin release over the 559 

estrous cycle.  560 

The antinociception produced by EM2/MOR requires dynorphin, as well as the activity of 561 

MOR and KOR, both of which are present in a common oligomer along with aromatase, mER , 562 

mGluR1 and mGluR2/3. Furthermore, during proestrus, MOR and KOR form a heterodimer, the 563 

MOR and KOR protomers of which can be occupied by EM2 and dynorphin, respectively. 564 
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Interactions between mGluR1 and mGluR2/3, and their facilitation of MOR/KOR signal 565 

transduction would be aided by their presence in this common oligomer. Plasticity of interactions 566 

among components of the defined oligomer within a neuron receiving varying dynorphinergic 567 

and glutamatergic stimulation (inputs) represents a novel mechanism for modulating analgesic 568 

responsiveness to endogenous EM2. 569 

The relevance of current findings to spinal EM2 antinociception in males remains to be 570 

determined. Since spinal dynorphin/KOR signaling does not contribute to EM2 antinociception in 571 

males (Liu and Gintzler, 2013), we expect the suppressive mER -mGluR1 regulatory pathway 572 

(which limits dynorphin release) to be absent from males. Additionally, if glutamate/mGluR1 573 

signaling is indeed essential for i.t. EM2 antinociception in males, its contribution is highly 574 

unlikely to involve facilitation of KOR/MOR heterodimerization since levels of KOR/MOR 575 

heterodimers are much lower in males than proestrous females. These differences underscore 576 

that mechanisms regulating spinal EM2 antinociception in males should not be extrapolated 577 

directly from females, but instead empirically determined. 578 

The physiological trigger(s) for increasing responses to exogenous (i.t.) EM2 could also be 579 

central to engaging endogenous EM2 antinociception. Our data [current and (Liu et al., In 580 

Press)] show that spinal neurons in pain processing regions coexpressing oligomer components 581 

(MOR, KOR, aromatase, mER , mGluR1 and mGluR2/3) are also apposed by EM2- and 582 

glutamate-containing varicosities. Therefore exogenous and endogenous spinal EM2 583 

antinociception are likely modulated by common mechanisms.  584 

The current prescription opioid abuse epidemic underscores the imperative for finding 585 

alternative pharmacotherapies for managing pain. The demonstration that endogenous opioids 586 

mediate placebo-induced antinociception (Levine et al., 1978; Wager et al., 2007; Zubieta et al., 587 

2005) provides proof of concept of the potential utility of harnessing endogenous opioids for 588 

clinical pain relief. Although exogenously administered EM2 is not clinically relevant, it is a 589 
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potent endogenous opioid. Our current finding that spinal EM2 antinociception is regulated over 590 

the estrous cycle by both the nature of the endogenous mGluR1 activator as well as changes in 591 

spinal dynorphin/KOR signaling could point the way for developing non-canonical 592 

pharmacological approaches to pain management that enable harnessing endogenous EM2 593 

(and perhaps other endogenous opioids) for the sex-specific management of pain. 594 
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 787 

Figure Legends 788 

 789 

Figure 1. Blockade of spinal mGluR1 or mGluR2/3, but not mER , inhibits spinal EM2 790 

antinociception during proestrus. Antinociception was quantified using tail flick test at the 791 

indicated times. I.t. EM2 was administered 30 min after either blockade of spinal mGluR1 (via i.t. 792 

25 nmol YM298198=YM), mGluR2/3 (via i.t. 25 nmol LY341495=LY) or ER  (via i.t. 10 nmol 793 

MPP) or DMSO vehicle control (Veh1). Inset shows the corresponding data from diestrus rats 794 

(Liu et al., In Press). Contribution of spinal mGluRs and ER  to i.t. EM2 antinociception is 795 

specific to stage of estrous cycle. In proestrus, activity of both mGluR1 and mGluR2/3 is essential 796 

for spinal EM2 antinociception, while ER  does not contribute. In contrast, in diestrus, the 797 

activity of both mGluR1 and mER  are required to suppress spinal EM2 analgesic 798 

responsiveness, whereas mGluR2/3 does not participate. n=4-7. Veh2=3% DMSO. 799 

 800 

Figure 2. Co-IP and co-expression of mGluR1 and mGluR2/3 in proestrus vs. diestrus. A: 801 

solubilized spinal cord membrane fractions were immunoprecipitated using an antibody 802 

selective for mGluR1. Immunoprecipitates were Western blotted using an antibody selective for 803 

mGluR2/3 (+). The co-IP of mGluR2/3 with mGluR1 is markedly elevated in proestrus (P) vs. 804 

diestrus (D). Specificity of anti-mGluR2/3 antibody was confirmed by the absence of the Western 805 

signal when the sample was incubated with preadsorbed (–) anti-mGluR2/3 antibody. Bar graph 806 

in A shows quantification of signal intensity after normalizing with the corresponding mGluR1 807 

that was directly IPed. Specificity of the anti-mGluR1 antibodies was demonstrated in (Liu et al., 808 

In Press). *: p < 0.05, D vs. P, n=6 for each group. B: left panel shows coexpression of mGluR1 809 

(red; arrows) and mGluR2/3 (green; arrow heads) in a MOR-expressing neuron. Right panels are 810 

higher magnification images of bottom-middle part of that neuron, showing expression in that 811 
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region. MOR=blue; mGluR1=red; mGluR2/3=green. These data provide a cellular basis for the 812 

cooperative modulation of i.t. EM2 antinociception by mGluR1 and mGluR2/3.  813 

 814 

Figure 3. Basal spinal dynorphin release depends on stage of estrous cycle. Magnitude of basal 815 

spinal dynorphin (Dyn) release is greater in proestrus vs. diestrus (*: p < 0.05; n=18 and 21, 816 

respectively). This suggests a positive correlation between the magnitude of basal spinal Dyn 817 

release and spinal EM2 antinociception. 818 

 819 

Figure 4. Activity of endogenous spinal dynorphin/KOR is a prerequisite for the spinal EM2 820 

analgesia unveiled by blocking mER  or mGluR1 in diestrus. Analgesic responsiveness to i.t. 821 

EM2 (45 nmol) was determined in diestrus following i.t. pretreatment with either MPP (ER  822 

blocker; Panel A), YM298198 (YM, mGluR1 blocker; Panel B), or dynorphin (Dyn; Panel C). 823 

MPP (10 nmol) or YM was administered without or in combination with anti-dynorphin antibody 824 

(DyAb, 300 ng) or norBNI (BNI, 26 nmol). MPP, YM or DyAb was administered 30 min 825 

preceding i.t. EM2. BNI was administered 18 h prior to i.t. EM2. TFL was determined at the 826 

indicated times. Either i.t. DyAb or norBNI abolished the spinal EM2 antinociception unveiled by 827 

blocking either spinal mER  or mGluR1. I.t. Dyn also unmasked i.t. EM2 antinociception during 828 

diestrus. Pretreatment with the vehicle (water) for DyAb/BNI did not alter the ability of mER  or 829 

mGluR1 antagonists to unmask i.t. EM2 antinociception. Furthermore, neither of the indicated 830 

treatments, in the absence of i.t. EM2, but in the presence of its vehicle (3% DMSO), altered 831 

TFL. n=4-7. Since BNI was added 18 h prior to i.t. EM2, its indicated TFL at zero time 832 

represents that obtained 17.5 h after the spinal application of BNI. Veh1=DMSO (vehicle for 833 

MPP); Veh2=water (vehicle for DyAb/BNI); Veh3=3% DMSO (vehicle for EM2). These data 834 

indicate that suppression of endogenous spinal dynorphin/KOR signaling is causally associated 835 

with the absence of spinal EM2 analgesic responsiveness during diestrus.  836 
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 837 

Figure 5. Activity of mER /mGluR1 is necessary for EM2 inhibition of spinal dynorphin release in 838 

diestrus but not proestrus. I.t. EM2 (45 nmol) inhibits spinal Dyn release similarly in proestrus 839 

and diestrus, but regulation of this modulation by spinal mER  or mGluRs depends on stage of 840 

estrous cycle. In proestrus, blocking mGluR1 (via YM298198, 25 nmol, 30 min), mGluR2/3 (via 841 

LY341495, 25 nmol, 30 min) or mER  (via MPP, 10 nmol, 30 min fails to alter the EM2 842 

inhibition of spinal Dyn release. In contrast, YM298198 and MPP profoundly attenuate EM2 843 

inhibition of Dyn release during diestrus (n=6-8). The effect on EM2 inhibition of Dyn release of 844 

blocking mGluR2/3 during diestrus and mER  during proestrus was not determined since these 845 

treatments did not alter spinal EM2 antinociception. Although either YM298198 or MPP 846 

attenuates EM2 inhibition of Dyn release, these blockers failed to increase Dyn release in the 847 

absence of EM2 (but in the presence of its vehicle; data not shown). The ability of mGluR1/ER  848 

blockade to reduce EM2 inhibition of Dyn release during diestrus suggests that spinal Dyn tone 849 

is a critical determinant of spinal EM2 analgesic responsiveness. *: p < 0.05 for YM/MP+EM2 850 

vs. EM2 in diestrus. YM=YM298198; LY=LY341495; MP=MPP; Veh=vehicle (DMSO).  851 

 852 

Figure 6. Glutamate is required for the manifestation of spinal EM2 analgesia during proestrus. 853 

Analgesic responsiveness to i.t. EM2 (45 nmol) was determined using TFL following i.t. 854 

pretreatment with riluzole (Rilu, glutamate release inhibitor, 43 nmol, 1 hr) or its water vehicle 855 

(Veh1). Attenuation of spinal glutamatergic activity (via Rilu) eliminated spinal EM2 856 

antinociception. I.t. Rilu, in the absence of i.t. EM2, but in the presence of its vehicle, did not 857 

alter TFL. n=4-6. Veh2=3% DMSO. 858 

 859 

Figure 7. A single spinal dynorphinergic neuron coexpresses ER  and mGluR1 and is apposed 860 

by glutamatergic terminals. The two images are from adjacent 5 m sections through the same 861 
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neuron. Left image: mGluR1 (green; arrow heads), ER  (blue) and dynorphin (Dyn; red) are 862 

coexpressed in or near the plasma membrane in a single neuron in the spinal superficial dorsal 863 

horn of segment L6 during proestrus. Right image: glutamatergic terminals (green; arrow), 864 

stained for the vesicular glutamate transporters (VGLUT), appose a neuron expressing ER  and 865 

Dyn.  866 

 867 

Figure 8. Spinal KOR and mGluR2/3 are present in an oligomer containing MOR, mGluR1, ER , 868 

and aromatase. Solubilized spinal cord membranes were electrophoresed using Blue native 869 

(BN) gels. A 360 kDa band identified with Coomassie blue (panel A) was eluted and subjected 870 

to reducing SDS PAGE Western analysis utilizing anti-KOR and anti-mGluR2/3 antibodies (panel 871 

E). Since mGluR2/3 that co-immunoprecipitated with mGluR1 appeared at the predicted 872 

molecular mass ( 110 kDa; Fig. 2), its detected Western signal ( 200 kDa) derived from the 873 

oligomer likely represents its dimerized form. In order to validate that the visualized KOR and 874 

mGluR2/3 originated from the same oligomer as that previously shown to contain aromatase 875 

(Aro), ER , mGluR1 and MOR (panel B), solubilized spinal membranes were subjected to 876 

sequential IP using antibodies (in order) against Aro, ER , mGluR1, KOR and mGluR2/3. MOR 877 

Western blotting of the final immunoprecipitate following BN gel electrophoresis revealed a 360 878 

kDa band (Panel D), as was obtained when employing the same procedure but absent 879 

immunoprecipitation with anti-KOR and anti-mGluR2/3 antibodies (Panel C). Panels A-C 880 

[previously reported (Liu et al., In Press), reproduced with permission from PAIN) are included 881 

to integrate current findings with the previously defined oligomer. (The discrepancy between the 882 

apparent molecular mass of the oligomer and the sum of its monomeric components ( 360 kDa 883 

vs. 450 kDa) likely results from the oligomer being resolved using non-reducing and non-884 

denaturing conditions (BN PAGE), maintaining structure and charge density (shape, 885 

hydrodynamic diameter, and charge influence apparent molecular mass). In contrast, oligomer 886 
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components were resolved using SDS-PAGE, eliminating 3-dimensional structure, making 887 

electrophoretic mobility dependent predominantly on size. Additionally, notwithstanding 888 

inaccuracies of molecular mass estimation using BN gels, summing apparent molecular mass of 889 

oligomer components resolved on SDS PAGE exacerbates the commonly accepted 10-15% 890 

variability of using this method for molecular mass estimation, e.g., see (Goetz et al., 2004). 891 

 892 

Figure 9. Schematic of fluid interactions within the described signaling oligomer, hypothesized to 893 

underlie estrous cycle-dependent analgesic responsiveness to i.t. EM2. During diestrus, 894 

activation of mER-mGluR1 signaling via estrogens (E2) synthesized within the oligomer 895 

(denoted by the dashed enclosure) suppresses analgesic responsiveness to i.t. EM2 by 896 

inhibiting Dyn/KOR signaling. The emergence of spinal EM2 antinociception during proestrus 897 

results from (1) the disengagement of suppressive mER -mGluR1 signaling, (2) a shift from 898 

mER  to glutamate activation of mGluR1, which now signals in collaboration with mGluR2/3, and 899 

(3) augmented spinal Dyn/KOR signaling. Our data are consistent with an organizational 900 

framework in which the spinal neurons coexpressing the relevant signaling proteins 901 

(oligomerized therein) are apposed by EM2- and glutamate-containing varicosities. This 902 

organization would enable individual neurons to vary responsiveness to EM2 as a function of 903 

the ebb and flow of spinal dynorphin and glutamate signaling over the estrous cycle. 904 

 905 




















